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Chapter 2051

At this moment, Warnia was very upset.

She didn’t expect Nippon Steel to be so difficult to chew.

Moreover, during the entire negotiation process, she has been very passive, prepared
so many hole cards, until the last hole card was also opened, and failed to finalize the
cooperation.

Deep down in her heart now, she has a strong sense of frustration.

And she also had a hunch that she always felt that it would be difficult to get the result
she wanted in this negotiation.

Maybe, this time she will return without success.

On the way back to the hotel, she told her family about her guess.

Although Mr. Song was a little disappointed, he still encouraged her and said to her:
“Warnia, this time you are cooperating with Nippon Steel, you shouldn’t put too much
pressure on it. It’s good if this matter is negotiated, it’s not right for us. There is no loss,
nothing more than a little less, it doesn’t matter.”

Honor also sent a message, saying: “Yes Warnia, Nippon Steel is notoriously difficult to
eat. There are so many companies in China who want to cooperate with them in-depth,
but none of them really reached a conclusion. So even if it’s really impossible to talk
about it, there is nothing to lose.”

Honor’s words immediately aroused the potential competitiveness in Warnia’s heart.



She feels that the more people and so many companies have failed to achieve, the
more she wants to win it!

Otherwise, she would become one of the countless losers.

However, the current situation is not very clear, so Warnia dared not be too confident, so
she said in the group: “Tomorrow I will try my last time to achieve success, but forget it.”

Grandpa Song said: “It’s okay. Don’t worry too much about success or failure. Grandpa
doesn’t want you to wrong yourself for business, understand?”

Warnia felt a little more comforting, and replied: “OK, grandpa, I see.”

Honor said with a smile at this time: “Warnia, brother believes in your abilities, and
brother believes that if you wake up early tomorrow morning, you will wait for the good
news of your successful signing!”

Warnia knew that it was her brother who was comforting her, so she made a smile and
said, “Brother, then I will borrow your good words!”

Back at the hotel, Warnia was a little bored, so she didn’t even eat dinner. She just
stayed in her room alone, combing through the plans she wrote, trying to find out the
reason for not moving Nippon Steel.

Due to excessive immersion, she did not realize that it was ten o’clock in the evening.

At this time, her doorbell rang.

She stood up, walked to the door, looked through the cat’s eyes, and found that it was
her personal assistant, so she opened the door.

Outside the door, the young female assistant said: “Ms. Song, you haven’t eaten
anything at night. You should be hungry. Would you like me to order some food for you
from the catering department and send them to the room?

Warnia did feel a little hungry, so she nodded and said, “Okay, you can help me order
something.”



With that, Warnia asked again: “Have you eaten?”

The female assistant nodded: “We have all eaten.”

Warnia smiled slightly: “That’s good.”

Twenty minutes later, the hotel waiter pushed the dining car and delivered the dinner the
assistant had ordered for Warnia to the room.

Warnia closed the computer, and just about to sit down and take a bite, she suddenly
received a call from Hashimoto.

Chapter 2052

Warnia couldn’t help but wonder, “Why did Hashimoto Kinzaki call me so late?! Could it
be…could it be that they have already discussed the results?!”

Thinking of this, Warnia inevitably felt a little nervous. She hurriedly connected to the
phone and asked, “Mr. Hashimoto, what can I do for you?”

Hashimoto Kinzaki smiled and said, “Ms. Song, I have given feedback to our chairman
of your final cooperation intention today. He recognizes your sincerity very much, so let
me inform you that I will cut the mess tonight. The contract is signed!”

Warnia did not expect that what she was waiting for was the most anticipated news, and
she asked in surprise: “Mr. Hashimoto, what you said is true?!”

Hashimoto Kinzaki laughed and said: “I don’t dare to talk nonsense about this. After
that, I’m just the representative of the group to negotiate with you. The chairman of our
company is the one who really made the decision. Since he has said so, there will be no
falsehood.”

Warnia said excitedly: “That’s great! Mr. Hashimoto, does the chairman of your group
want to sign the contract tonight?”

“Yes!” Hashimoto said: “Our chairman’s meaning is that since Miss Song is so sincere,
then we should also show our sincerity and sign the contract as soon as possible.”



Warnia hurriedly said, “Okay! Mr. Hashimoto, please give me an address, and I will be
there!”

Hashimoto Kinzaki said: “Miss Song is like this. Our chairman originally took a vacation
at the hilltop villa in Nishitama County today, so what he meant is to let you sign a
contract in Nishitama County now.”

Warnia asked: “Nishitama County? Where is it? I don’t know Tokyo very well. Please
forgive me…”

Hashimoto Kinzaki said with a smile: “Nishitama County is about 70 or 80 kilometers
west of Tokyo. You should be able to get there in more than an hour. Your driver must
know the location. If you are convenient, you can come now.”

Warnia said without hesitation: “Okay, no problem, I will set out now!”

After hanging up the phone, Warnia immediately called her assistant again, and said
with excitement, “Swallow, hurry up and prepare. Let’s set off in five minutes and go and
sign the contract with the chairman of Nippon Steel!”

“Ah?!” Warnia’s assistant Swallow asked in surprise: “Ms. Song, Nippon Steel has
agreed to sign?!”

“Yes!” Warnia blurted out: “Their chairman told us to sign the contract now! You should
ask the other to prepare quickly, and also ask the driver to prepare!”

“OK, President Song!”

Five minutes later.

Warnia walked out of the room in a hurry.

The two female assistants met her at the door, and Swallow said, “Mr. Song, the driver
is already waiting at the door of the hotel. Let’s go straight down!”

“Okay!” Warnia nodded, and said eagerly: “Then let’s go downstairs!”

In the car, Warnia told the driver the address given to her.



The driver immediately entered the address into the navigation, and while starting the
car, he said to Warnia, “Miss Song, the traffic is very smooth now. We will be there in
about an hour and 20 minutes.”

“Okay.” Warnia nodded.

Swallow on the side said at this moment: “Ms. Song, do you want to tell Mr. Song this
good news in advance to make him happy?”

“You are right.” Warnia just wanted to take out her mobile phone, call her grandpa, and
tell her family about her major progress.

However, when she thought of her brother Honor on the way back in the afternoon, she
hesitated and thought: “In the afternoon, my brother, in order to cheer me up, joked that
I would receive the good news of my successful signing in the morning. I might as well
sign the contract first, and wait until tomorrow morning to tell them and give them a real
surprise!”

Thinking of this, Warnia put away her mobile phone and said to Swallow: “The contract
has not been signed yet. Now I say it, this will be a bit hasty. Let me tell them after the
contract is signed and the dust settles!”

Chapter 2053

The vehicle Warnia was in, quickly drove out of downtown Tokyo and continued on
toward the mountainous areas in the western suburbs of Tokyo.

Although Japan is mountainous, the capital Tokyo is located in the Kanto Plain, so the
entire Tokyo is flat, and there are almost no peaks in the city. One has to go west for
dozens of kilometers until Nishitama County before entering the mountainous area.

Mountainous areas are mostly winding roads, but the road conditions are very good.
Commercial vehicles continue to drive on the winding mountain roads with nine bends
and eighteen bends, and the altitude is gradually increasing.

Because it was in the mountains and it was a long night, almost no cars were driving
along the winding road for dozens of kilometers. Looking down from the sky, only
Warnia was in the car with its lights on, circling through the mountain road.



She was very happy at this time.

Although in the final cooperation plan with Nippon Steel, the Song family gave up the
controlling rights, but fortunately, the controlling rights did not fall into the hands of
Nippon Steel, which is a relative compromise solution.

Since taking over as the head of the Song family, Warnia has been working hard, but it
is true that she has not made very outstanding results immediately.

Therefore, she personally attaches great importance to this cooperation with Nippon
Steel.

I also look forward to using this cooperation to prove to everyone that I really have the
ability to make the Song family better and better.

At this time, the car has already run most of the winding mountain road, occasionally
when the car drove to the east side of the mountain, one can see the night view of the
entire Tokyo east side at the feet.

Sitting next to Warnia, Swallow took out her mobile phone with some excitement. While
taking pictures of the scenery outside the window, she exclaimed: “The night view of
Tokyo from the mountain is really unique…”

With that said, she tried to take a few photos, and said with some regret: “Oh, it’s not
clear to take pictures on the phone at night, so I can’t capture this kind of mood at all!”

Warnia smiled slightly and said, “If you take a photo at night, the light is too weak, so
long exposure time is needed. If you really want to shoot this kind of night scene, you
have to find a place with a wide view, use an SLR with a tripod, and use a long
exposure This kind of feeling can be photographed in the same way.”

Swallow said in surprise: “Mr. Song, you know photography!”

Warnia smiled and said: “It was popular to join various interest clubs when I was in
college. I have fewer cells for singing and dancing, so I chose photography.”

Swallow smiled and said, “Then I will learn from you if I have a chance!”



Warnia nodded and said: “If the contract is successfully signed, we will rest in Tokyo for
a few days and relax. Then I will buy an SLR and a tripod, and we will come here again
to take night shots.”

“It’s great!” Swallow said cheerfully: “This way, I can stroll around and take a look in
Tokyo!”

As they were talking, the vehicle drove into a U-shaped curve on the winding mountain
road, and the driver subconsciously slowed down and entered the curve. After a slow
and steady turn, a low roar suddenly came in front of him.

The driver subconsciously turned on the high beam, and then he was stunned to find
that a full-loaded heavy truck was in the middle of the road, leaping downhill and quickly
diving toward him!

The opponent’s car is very large, and it is going downhill and extremely fast. Once a
collision occurs on such mountain roads, the consequences will be disastrous.

The driver of the commercial vehicle kept flashing his lights and honking his whistle, but
the other party remained unmoved.

What’s more frightening is that the mountain road itself is very narrow, with only two
lanes on the left and right, and the other side is driving in the middle of the road, so
there is no room for commercial vehicles to dodge at all!

When Warnia saw this, several questions flashed in her mind: “What’s the matter with
that truck?! Why doesn’t it slow down?!”

Before she could understand, the Truck banged directly on the front face of the
commercial car!

Since this big truck is downhill and full of muck, its tonnage and inertia are large.

Warnia’s commercial car was in front of it, exactly like paper!

Chapter 2054



The sudden impact directly knocked the engine compartment of the entire commercial
vehicle into the front seat!

The driver and the other assistant sitting on the co-pilot died instantly!

Warnia sat in the middle row of the commercial vehicle and had buckled her seat belt,
so at the moment of the impact, she was firmly tied to the seat by the seat belt.

However, because of the great inertia during the impact, she had four ribs broken by the
seat belt!

And Swallow next to Warnia had no such good luck!

When she got in the car, she was a little slack. She always felt that she didn’t need to
buckle the seat belt when she was sitting in the back. So at the moment of the impact,
she flew out and slammed into the back of the front passenger seat!

At this moment, her whole body was smashed including the head, and she instantly lost
consciousness and went into a deep coma.

Because of the rib fracture, Warnia felt terribly painful in her chest, but before she could
catch a breath, the entire front face crashed into a commercial vehicle with scrap metal,
and was pushed back by the big truck!

Because the two front wheels of the commercial vehicle were smashed into a mass of
scrap iron together with the wheel hub, there was a group of sparks abruptly pierced
with the ground under the front face of the commercial vehicle!

Warnia turned her head back hard at this time, glanced back, and she was suddenly
cold in shock!

Behind the car is that U-shaped curve!

However, this big car obviously wanted to push the commercial car she was sitting in
directly down the cliff!

The height here is at least hundreds of meters, no matter what car, rolling down from
such a high cliff, I am afraid it will fall into a pile of scrap iron!



And the people sitting inside are afraid that they will die too!

At this moment, she immediately realized that all of this was not accidental!

This big car deliberately did not turn on the lights, deliberately drove in the middle of the
road, deliberately hit her car by going downhill, and not only did not decelerate at all
after the impact, it even slammed on the accelerator, trying to push itself into the cliff
with others!

At this time, she could no longer think about who was murdering her behind her back.

Because she knew that her life might only have less than a minute left.

She had never expected that she would be buried in a foreign country today in her great
years, and a strong feeling of grief suddenly appeared in her heart!

At this moment, the first thing she thought of in her mind was not herself, nor her
grandfather and other relatives, but the man that always lingered in her heart, Charlie!

She choked in her heart: “I originally thought that there is still a long way to go in life, so
it is okay to wait for Master for a few years or even more than a dozen years, but who
would have thought that my life is about to fall down a cliff in Japan. Alas, I die in a
foreign country…”

Thinking of this, Warnia was already full of tears.

She endured the severe pain in her chest, took out the phone, clicked on the top of
Charlie’s portrait, and then clicked the voice message button.

At this time, the commercial vehicle has been pushed to the edge of the cliff by the
truck.

Warnia looked at the phone and cried and said, “Master, I…I really love you! If there is a
chance, Warnia will be your woman in the next life…”

As soon as the voice fell, the entire commercial vehicle had been completely pushed
out of the edge of the cliff, rolling and falling into the abyss…



Chapter 2055

When the business car rolled and fell off the cliff, Warnia was already nervous to the
extreme.

However, the more at this critical moment of life and death, her brain became more
sober.

Her brain was spinning fast at this moment, and many things came to mind in her mind
all of a sudden.

Because of the speed of thinking in her mind, it seems that time has slowed down.

When the commercial vehicle hit the cliffside boulder, Warnia felt that her whole body
was completely destroyed by the violent impact.

Fortunately, she is still sitting in the luxury car seat of a commercial vehicle. This kind of
seat is very comfortable and safe. The most important thing is that the body contact part
is very soft.

The soft part of the seat can greatly alleviate the huge impact on the body, which is like
putting eggs in a box wrapped in cotton, and the safety factor is greatly increased.

But because of that, Warnia still had huge inertia when she was hit, and she almost
fainted her whole body. The huge inertia even squeezed her internal organs together.

The pain was beyond imagination!

But at this moment, she suddenly thought of something, something she had been
carrying close to her body!

At this time, after the vehicle hit the boulder, it bounced up several meters into the sky
and then continued to roll down. Warnia tried her best to spin her hands into the pockets
of her clothes.

Immediately afterward, she took out a wooden box the size of a ring box. Because the
car body was still rolling, she could only grasp the wooden box with both hands, and did
not dare to relax, for fear that the wooden box would let go!



Because she knew that what was in this wooden box was her only life-saving straw!

Warnia quickly opened the wooden box, and when the vehicle was about to collide next
time, she did not hesitate to put the pill stored in the wooden box into her mouth!

Boom!

This time, the impact of the vehicle was more serious!

The commercial vehicle directly faces down and hit a boulder!

In an instant, Warnia’s car door on the right side was smashed into a huge depression!

This powerful force, the recessed car door directly hit Warnia’s right knee, and even
broke her right leg!

The severe pain caused her to scream, and then, the whole car began to roll violently
on the rocks full of steep slopes!

While the vehicle was rolling over, Swallow repeatedly bumped up and down in the
carriage. She was so terrible that she had already lost her life.

Warnia watched her body roll back and forth in the carriage, she wanted to help but she
couldn’t take care of herself. She could only watch her and her tears suddenly burst!

When the vehicle vacated again, the window was already completely broken due to the
rolling speed too fast, so Swallow’s body was thrown out of the window…

Warnia broke down and cried. She herself suffered all the injuries, and almost all of her
brain, internal organs, and limbs were severely damaged. She even felt that she was on
the verge of dying.

However, the pill that Charlie gave her was kept in her mouth and never swallowed.

She knows that the pill can only save hers once, if she swallows it early, maybe she will
die when the vehicle rolls and falls!



Therefore, there is only one belief in her mind: “I must persist and persist! Do my best to
persist to the end, and then leave the destiny to God!”

Immediately afterward, another thought emerged in her mind: “No! Not to hand over the
destiny to God, but to Charlie!”

It was another violent impact.

Warnia felt that she was about to lose consciousness.

Between the last electric light and flint, she bite into the pill and swallowed the pill with a
bit of medicine fragrance into her abdomen!

In the next second, Warnia had completely lost all consciousness, and her body
continued to roll down with the car.

At this time, a strong medical force was dissolving in her belly.

The power of the medicine was conducted extremely fast, and it quickly poured into
every part of her body through the meridians.

At this time, Warnia’s body had almost lost all vitality, but at this moment, the powerful
medicine made her body instantly recover.


